SHASTA-TEHAMA-TRINITY JOINT COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
2015-2016 Organization Chart – Instruction
Economic and Workforce Development (EWD)

Vice President of Instruction
Meridith Randall

Administrative Assistant
Sandy Rodina

Dean
Economic and Workforce Development
Eva Jimenez

Administrative Secretary I
Cari Kunde

EWD

Program Director (DSN) - Ag, Water & Environ. Tech
Heather Kelnhofer

Program Director (DSN) - Advanced Manufacturing
Rick Osbrink

Program Director (DSN) - Small Business
Darren Gurney

CAREER PATHWAYS

Senior Project Coordinator – Career Pathways Trust Grant
Vacant

LEGEND
AE = Administrator, Educational
AC = Administrator, Classified
CL = Classified
CO = Confidential
FI = Faculty, Instructional
FN = Faculty, Non-Instructional
Full-Time
Part-Time
Current Recruitment
G = Grant Funded Position
**Legend**

- AE = Administrator, Educational
- AC = Administrator, Classified
- CL = Classified
- CO = Confidential
- FI = Faculty, Instructional
- FN = Faculty, Non-Instructional
- Full-Time
- Part-Time
- Current Recruitment
SHASTA-TEHAMA-TRINITY JOINT COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
2015-2016 Organization Chart
Information Services and Technology

Governing Board

Superintendent/President
Joe Wyse

Vice President of Administrative Services
Morris Rodrigue

Administrative Secretary I
Delores Servidio

Director of Information Technology
James Crandall

Technology Supervisor
John Lutkemeier

Systems Engineer
Robert Dickens

Systems Engineer
Steven Reeves

Webmaster
Vacant

Computer Applications Specialist
Cindy Sandhagen

Computer Applications Specialist
SheyeAnne Bailey

Computer Applications Specialist
Jeff Blankenship

Technology Systems Engineer
Robert Dickens

Computer Systems Specialist
Gerald Coffey

Info. Technology Support Specialist
John Westlund

Info. Technology Support Specialist
Jeff Kissick

Info. Technology Support Specialist
Larry Beik

Info. Technology Support Specialist
Christopher Xarhis

Computer Systems Specialist
Gerald Coffey

Info. Technology Support Technician
Kevin Christ

Info. Technology Support Technician
Vacant

LEGEND
AE = Administrator, Educational
AC = Administrator, Classified
CL = Classified
CO = Confidential
FI = Faculty, Instructional
FN = Faculty, Non-Instructional
----- Full-Time
----- Part-Time
----- Current Recruitment